
Listening 4 Justice (L4J) is an experience
that takes place in a community that is
part of a growing movement to engage
in dialogue that aims toward racial and
cultural justice. 

7 Gatherings • 1 Orientation LIVE! • 2 Hours Each
Listen and learn along your justice journey
Join diverse groups  of people coming together 
for racial healing and action for racial justice.

The Listening series is designed to educate,
inspire, and guide you to take or refine your
actions in the way that you choose. Once that
experience ends, you will be invited to remain
in the L4J community which includes monthly
gatherings, as well as a Learning and Leading
series.



WHAT DOES A LISTENING 4 JUSTICE GATHERING LOOK LIKE?

You will be introduced to the HTI Way. (HTI Catalysts is the consultants
network that powers Listening 4 Justice.) The HTI Way is their unique
facilitation style that effectively builds community. It involves making
connections, creating shared agreements of being, grounding & centering,
music, sharing of one’s self, and holding space for others. In these gatherings,
you will get to experience all of that in addition to learning about racism as a
construct, history, culture and yourself. We  provide space for reflecting and
processing in facilitated small groups (called Harambee Groups).

WHAT ARE THE TOPICS OF THE GATHERINGS?

Orientation LIVE!
Gathering #1 “Race is all in your head” 
Gathering #2 “Who am I?: Identity matters” 
Gathering #3 “Fight the Power! ” 
Gathering #4 “Internalizing Love ” 
Gathering #5 “How can we all just get along?”
Gathering #6 “The System” 
Gathering #7 “What is mine to do?” 
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WHAT PARTICIPANTS HAD TO SAY

"This is so powerful to have
intergenerational dialogue about
topics that are often not even
spoken, let alone in diverse
groups. This will be a life changing
experience for people young and
old, and I hope they take the
responsibility to do their work.”

"I have so much on my mind from
this experience, being able to listen
in my Harambee Group was so
powerful.”

"I have a newfound empathy for
understanding privilege of all sorts
and one's willingness to embrace
the complexities of themselves and
those around them. The transition
will come and being ready will be
the best gift you can give yourself.
Live on." 

"I come early for the music."



WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF LISTENING 4 JUSTICE?
The Listening series

THE ONGOING COMMUNITY

18% 61% 21%

WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE OUR PARTICIPANTS?

Dutch Caribbean

Canada

Ireland

Netherlands

United States (15 States)

Lend a Listening Ear 
G

ive voice to your truth 
D

iscover w
hat is yours to do
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59   48
PEOPLE OF COLOR         WHITE

WHO HAS ENGAGED?

81
FALL '20 REGISTRANTS

42
SPRING '21 REGISTRANTS

TEENS/YOUNG ADULTS  ADULTS ELDERS

M

F

N

22
Male

84
Female

2
Non-

Binary

DONORS : SEED SOWERS : LAUNCH TEAM 58

Community building, deep listening, discovery, and
contemplative practices with the idea to uncover what is
yours to do to move the needle towards cultural justice. 

Learning Gatherings: 8-weekly gatherings honing in on the
area of justice you’d like to impact with a community of
interested persons to formulate a plan to take action. 

Monthly gatherings: (Including 'Leading' for participants who
completed Learning.) Continuing forward with a facilitated
community of diverse and affinity groups where support is
offered through collaborative problem solving, continuous
learning, idea generation, and the celebration of small wins.



HOW CAN LISTENING 4 JUSTICE SUPPLEMENT YOUR ORGANIZATION'S
ADVANCING EQUITY INITIATIVES?

•The 8-session experience provides a carefully constructed curriculum
that offers a shared understanding of racism in the American context
the HTI way. It also establishes a shared language that participants can
take back to the organization to refine its equity goals. 

• It provides a model of a safe and brave space that fosters open
dialogue and deep listening.

• Participants experience effective facilitation tools and techniques that
can be employed in any work setting.

 

WE ALSO OFFER A FOLLOW-UP SESSION TO DEBRIEF THE EXPERIENCE 
This session can include the L4J participants and a select number of
additional stakeholders of the organization. 

In that session, (ideally 2 hours, no less than 1 hour), we provide
different models of how facilitation work can support your organization
(even if it's just to socialize this shared language and understanding).
Our goal is to supplement the work you're already doing towards
advancing equity in your organization to broaden your Diversity, Equity,
& Inclusion lens so that you can better serve your organization's
members, constituents, and community. We will also share some of our
most effective models of supporting organizations in this work.

For a most effective and robust experience, we highly recommend that
your organization send persons (at least two) from every part of your
[ecosystem]. (Example: your Board members, executives, managers,
frontline workers, and constituents served including teens)
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What more could we accomplish if we 
come together and listen to each other?
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HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?
For the Listening series, we have payment options as low as $50, free seats for teens
and young adults, as well as a limited number of free seats for adults. 

There's a separate membership cost to stay in the community to experience the
Learning and Leading series as well as the monthly meet-ups. 

For more pricing information visit listening4justice.com/events

CONTACT INFO
Website: listening4justice.com
Email: admin@hticatalysts.net

ABOUT HTI CATALYSTS

Listening 4 Justice is a public offering of HTI Catalysts (formerly Home Training
Institute). HTI is a network of independent consultants committed to expanding
their reach and skillsets by working in partnership to deliver the HTI way with the
shared mission in mind – to utilize facilitative experiences to shift leaders and
communities towards equity and shared visioning that impact change.

HTI Catalysts’ consultants are industry experts and leaders in their field working
collaboratively to empower organizations by identifying strategies and applying
techniques to effect positive change for individuals, groups, and communities.
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